SPECULUM 59 /2 (1984) The Iconography of Theophilus Windows in the First Half of the Thirteenth Century By Michael W. Cothren
The legend of Theophilus the penitent is a frequent subject in th century stained glass windows. Although neither the story nor its illustration were inventions of the Gothic period, both reached a peak of popularity at that time. Theophilus became the subject of poems and plays as well as sermons, and was featured in manuscript illustrations and in architectual decoration, both sculpture and stained glass.' The increasingly frequent illustration of the legend was matched by an increase in the number of scenes devoted to its depiction, especially in manuscripts and stained glass.
Yet not since Alfred Freyer's rather cursory catalogue of illustrations of the Theophilus legend in medieval art has there been any attempt to coordinate and interpret the rich evidence provided by this narrative efflorescence.2
The legend of Theophilus is a simple and appealing story, easily sum- upon the death of the bishop the chapter pleaded with Theophilus to become his successor. Feeling too humble to be raised to the episcopacy, Theophilus begged the chapter not to impose the honor on him, and another man was named bishop. As fate would have it, the new bishop soon dismissed Theophilus, who was so disillusioned by his unjust treatment that he abandoned his virtuous life. Working through a Jewish sorcerer, Theophilus negotiated and sealed a pact with the devil. In return for renunciation of his belief in Christ and the Virgin, Theophilus contracted to recover his former position and rise again to power and wealth. Theophilus's hypocrisy brought him more worldly rewards than had his prior piety, but remorse eventually led him to violate his pact with the devil. Entering a chapel of the Virgin, he implored her to come to his aid. Responding to his contrition and his new profession of faith, the Virgin journeyed to Hell, wrenched the sealed pact from the devil, and returned it to Theophilus, thereby freeing him from his servitude. Soon afterwards, Theophilus died and went to heaven. (Cambridge, 1939) , 378-80; and R. V. Dobschutz in Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie, ed. E. Kirschbaum et at (Freiburg, 1968-76), 4:593-96. 5Ulysse Chevalier, Poesies liturgiques traditionelles de l'eglise catholique en Occident (Tournai, , 1975, pp. 94-105. The idea of illustrating the story took hold more slowly. The earliest preserved image that represents any part of the legend is an iconic, historiated initial depicting Theophilus's prayer to the Virgin in an eleventhcentury anthology of saints' lives and sermons (Paris, BN, MS lat. 11750, fol. 51r).8 The next known representation of the legend, which is also the earliest preserved narrative cycle, is found in an early-twelfth-century stone relief now mounted on the interior west wall of the abbey church of Souillac.9 This relief employs three episodes to tell the legend of Theophilus. For the thirteenth century, I have found ten cycles in French and English manuscripts. Three of these devote ten or more separate episodes to illustrate the legend.10 In French stained glass of the same period, where the illustration of the legend seems to have been more popular than in any other medium or at any other time in its history, the cycles are usually even more extensive, generally occupying an entire lancet." Substantial portions of eight French window cycles dating from the first half of the thirteenth century have survived at Auxerre, Beauvais, Laon, Le Mans, Saint-Juliendu-Sault, and Troyes; and single panels remain from what seem to have been comparable windows at Angers, Dreux, and Gercy. These windows and 8 The Theophilus initial (illustrated in Schapiro, "Sculptures of Souillac," fig. 15 , p. 381), the most elaborate of three major decorated initials in this manuscript, introduces a text of the legend as the first in a series of Miracles of the Virgin. For this manuscript see Yves Deslandes, "Les manuscrits decores du XIe siecle a Saint-Germain-des-Pres," Scriptorium 9 (1955), 3-16. 9 See Schapiro, "Sculptures of Souillac"; and cf. Jacques Thirion, "Observations sur les fragments sculptes du portail de Souillac," Gesta 15 (1976), 161-71. 10 See Appendix B, especially nos. 1, 2, and 8. 11 Once the decision had been made to devote an entire window to the legend of Theophilus, the size of the space available for illustration led logically to the development of an expanded window cycle. What concerns me here is how, once called upon to do so, the artists or the authors of the window programs enlarged narrative cycles of the legend to fill the lavish spaces put at their disposal. Once this has been established, it may be possible to speculate as to why this particular story was chosen for such expanded treatment in the first place. The legend of Theophilus does not always occupy an entire window during the thirteenth century. Scenes from his life are sometimes included in windows portraying episodes drawn from various of the Virgin's miracles, such as that in the nave aisle of the cathedral of Chartres (Yves Delaporte and Etienne Houvet, Les vitraux de la cathedrale de Chartres, 1 [Chartres, 1926] , 189-95) and perhaps that in the ambulatory glazing at the Cathedral of Tours (Linda Papanicolaou, "Stained Glass Windows of the Choir of the Cathedral of Tours," Dissertation, New York University, 1979, pp. 135-36, pl. 104) . The inclusion of Theophilus in such cycles of the Virgin's miracles is not my subject here, but rather the cycles produced when a separate window was devoted to this particular miracle alone. Of all the Virgin's miracles, only the Theophilus legend was extracted from such anthologies to appear frequently on its own in thirteenth-century architectural decoration. Its preeminence is perhaps best exemplified by the program of the Virgin Chapel at Le Mans, where instead of being included in the window containing highlights of several of the Virgin's miracles, the story of Theophilus was reserved from the anthology to be the subject of a separate window (for which see Appendix A, no. 2). The most elaborate Theophilus windows encompass the same temporal span as the manuscript cycles, beginning with a few episodes preceding the pact and ending with Theophilus's death, but they have a different focus.
The expansion of the window cycles is effected primarily by adding events between Theophilus's pact and his repentance, events in which Theophilus executes the duties and enjoys the rewards secured as a result of his agreement with the devil. Three scenes are most popular. In the first of these ( Fig.   1 ), the reinstated Theophilus is shown distributing alms that have been given to him by a devil, who generally appears beside him to provide the crucial temporal clue that situates the scene after the pact. Although Theophilus appears to be virtuLous, the presence of his patron perverts his seeming piety.
In the second and most curious of these scenes (Figs. 2 and 3b), the enthroned Theophilus receives a fish from an approaching figure. In the third scene (Figs. 3a and 4a), the vidame is depicted supervising the construction of a church, perhaps the one he is shown entering in a subsequent scene to offer his prayer to the Virgin. These episodes, frequent in window cycles, appear only exceptionally within manuscript cycles,'5 and they never appear as a group except in windows. Unlike the scenes chosen to amplify manuscript cycles, none of them seems to have been based on an event described in a text of the Theophilus legend.
In addition to this series of scenes illustrating events between Theophilus's pact and his repentance, the most elaborate window cycles generally incorporate a series of episodes subsequent to the Virgin's recovery of the pact, illustrating his penance. In the most common additional scene, Theophilus appears offering the regained pact to the bishop. Another scene that often follows this one is unique to window cycles and, like the three scenes discussed above, seems not to have been included in written accounts of the legend. It shows Theophilus stripped to the waist and kneeling before the bishop, who sits with a bundle of switches in his hand, presumably waiting to administer punishment (Fig. 5b) . The bishop is occasionally depicted in still a third scene (Fig. 5a ), in which he explains the events that have transpired to an emblematic congregation or to an assembly of clerics, perhaps using
Theophilus as the subject of a sermon about the power of the Virgin. It is 15 See Appendix B, nos. 1 and 8. As will be discussed below, the inclusion of the scene of the presentation of the fish in Besancon 551 may be a case of influence from the window on a manuscript cycle. Auxerre, as at Saint-Julien-du-Sault, the scene appears after Theophilus's repentance and has been described as the destruction by demons of the church they had helped to build -that is, the revenge of the devil against Theophilus's treachery (Virginia Chieffo Raguin, "Thirteenth- that Male's explanation is too simple, and that the assumption behind itthat pictorial narratives are essentially texts translated into visible formis too simplistic, at least for the first half of the thirteenth century. Rather than visualizing the images of literary language, the most distinctive scenes of the Theophilus window cycle seem to depict actual social ceremonies common in the thirteenth century, ceremonies that, since they were meant to be seen rather than read, were particularly suitable as source material for visual narratives. Further, the sense of immediacy gained through the inclusion of such references to contemporary social situations and rituals enabled the window cycle to capitalize on the ability of the Theophilus legend to teach its moral lesson in a direct manner by underlining its relevance for thirteenth-century observers.
The notion of staging portions of the Theophilus legend as a contemporary event was not an invention of the thirteenth-century window designers.
Both Emile Male and Meyer Schapiro have analyzed the same practice in the three-part cycle of the twelfth-century relief from Souillac, where the scene of the sealing of the pact between Theophilus and the devil (Fig. 6 ) takes the form of the ceremony through which homage was pledged to an overlord. '9 Here, Theophilus confronts the devil, who clasps the hands of his new vassal within his own -a composition which remained standard for this episode in all media during the thirteenth century (cf. Fig. 4b One such episode is the puzzling scene of the presentation of the fish. Like the clasping of hands, the giving of fish was endowed with considerable significance in twelfth-and thirteenth-century secular ceremony. Feudal obligations were frequently paid in fish.21 For example, the charter of the commune at Beauvais, confirmed by the king in 1144 and again in 1182, granted the bishop the authority to take a horse from the commune in order to send a fish to his overlord, the king. 9r: Fig. 7 ), here placed, as in many of the windows (Fig. 2) , on a platter.29
Perhaps this scene was incorporated to represent a general situation de- The ceremonial presentation of a fish is only one of several scenes in Theophilus windows that depict the reinstated vidame executing his administrative duties. In another he distributes alms (Fig. 1) . A third scene (Figs. 3a and 4a) , in which Theophilus supervises the construction of a church, would have been even more familiar to thirteenth-century worshipers, since in many cases the church around them would still have been under construction. Taken together, these interpolated glimpses of Theophilus's life after the sinister pact were, I would argue, intended to convince the viewers of the relevance of the legend to their own lives. In each an elegantly posed Theophilus brandishes his regained power by displaying and using his wealth in terms readily understandable to thirteenth-century observers, especially those who wielded secular power. In each his actions appear to be pious, but since they are all accomplished through an alliance with the devil, they reminded the viewer that generosity and outward piety do not always indicate inner virtue; appearance is not always reality. As if to underscore this moral, the devil is carefully included as the source of Theophilus's munificence in the distribution of alms (Fig. 1) .31 This is not the only point in the narrative of Theophilus windows at which interpolated scenes refer to contemporary practice in an attempt to further the didactic efficacy of the cycle. At the opposite extreme from his elegant grandeur and generosity while a servant of the devil is Theophilus's humiliation while stripped and kneeling to await punishment at the hands of his bishop (Fig. 5b) , an episode unique to the glass recension. Like the donation of the fish and the sealing of the pact, this scene is staged as a ritualized Like Robert de Lisle, they processed publicly with bare feet to churches -in their case not only the site of their crime but also all the cathedral churches of the archdiocese of Rouen as well as that of Paris -and presented themselves to the local clergy, prepared to be scourged for their sin.37
The author of the iconographic program adopted by the thirteenthcentury glass painters appears, therefore, to have selected for didactic purposes certain scenes that are absent from the written sources. By interpolating episodes staged as easily recognizable contemporary events, he furthered the ability of the legend to instruct. Those who viewed the windows could identify with the once righteous man who had erred, and they would thus be encouraged to avoid the pride and hypocrisy which led to and characterized his tenure with the devil. Simply stated, the window became a visual sermon on a monumental scale, one which needed no identifying inscriptions or accompanying explanations to be understood. Such a homiletic design may seem particularly appropriate for windows, which, unlike manuscripts, were for public rather than private consumption. But the use of these interpo- Of the compositions common to the Theophilus windows and Bibles moralisees, the scene of penitential scourging appears most frequently in the manuscripts.41 This climactic event in the public ritual of retribution served as a pictogram for the concept of penance, appearing regularly whenever a biblical episode evoked this timely Christian virtue. In the most straightforward example (ONB 1179, fol. 106r; ONB 2554, fol. 46r: Fig. 9 ), the scene is used to interpret David's remorse over his part in the death of Uriah and his fervent prayer that its tragic consequence, the impending death of his own son, might be avoided (2 Samuel 12.13, 16) . In another instance (Bodleian Library, MS 270b, fol. 14r) it is coupled with a depiction of baptism to form a composite composition representing the moralization of the covenant of circumcision (Genesis 17. [10] [11] [12] [26] [27] . The paired images Council in 1215, since the programs of the manuscripts are contemporary or postdate it (see n.
34 above), but, curiously, the compositions evoke a public ceremony whereas the council emphasized private auricular confession. Perhaps the choice is more closely related to the general didactic stance and specific intended audience of the manuscripts. Penitential scourging was associated with aristocratic sins, and the Bibles moralisees were clearly made for aristocratic patrons. I will argue below that Theophilus windows were made to address a similar audience, providing yet another point of comparison between Bibles and windows and another explanation for their use of a common pictorial language.
43 It is important to distinguish between those instances, common in thirteenth-century visual narratives in all media, in which a fish appears on a dinner table or is served to those seated at a table ready to eat (i.e., instances in which the fish represents nourishment) and those in which the fish is an emblem of worldly delights or feudal tribute. Fish are used in both contexts in the Bibles moralisees. Fish appear on Job's table after he has regained his prosperity Job 42.1 1; ONB 1179, fol. 161r) and are served to a dining figure in the parallel interpretive image. In an interesting variation on the use of the fish as an emblem of nutrition, the visualization of Mordochai's adoption of Esther shows the father offering a fish on a platter to his newly acquired daughter (Esther 2.5-7; ONB 1179, fol. 186r ). In the moralizing composition that accompanies it, Ecclesia holds a chalice, paralleling spiritual nourishment with the temporal sustenance of the fish. In one instance, where the fish is offered to a diner by the devil (ONB 1179, fol. 145r), and in another, where although the recipient is seated at a table, the fish is offered along with other worldly delights and appears to symbolize with them an appetite for wealth rather than simply for food (Bodl. 270b, fol. 21v) , the significance of the scene is close to that of the more ceremonial presentations discussed here. In all cases it is worth noting that the association of the fish with worldly or temporal concerns is constant, regardless of the exact context.
separation of the waters above and below the firmament (Genesis 1.7-8) in two of the Bibles (Toledo, Biblioteca del Cabildo, MS 1, fol. 2r; Bodl. 270b, fol. 2r) . The texts of the moral vary, but their message is the same. In one manuscript the biblical event signifies the separation of good from evil, in the other spiritual from wordly delights. An identical, two-register medallion accompanies the text in both manuscripts (Fig. 11) . A good bishop, distributing clothing to a beggar, is contrasted with a bad bishop, surrounded by emblems of his wealth. Among his worldly delights is a fish presented on a platter in a composition strikingly similar to those in Theophilus windows (cf. Fig. 2) , and bearing the same significance. The evil man takes advantage of his powerful position to accrue wealth.44
The association of the presentation of a fish with a preference for the worldly rewards of power instead of and at the expense of the spiritual rewards of Christian virtue continues in each of its appearances in the Bibles.45 The plague of gnats which attacked the eyes of the Egyptians , for example, is equated in the text with offerings of rich gifts which blind bad kings and prelates (ONB 2554, fol. 19v ). In t accompanying image (Fig. 12 ) a fish on a platter is one of the worldly temptations held before the transgressors. Although Potiphar's wife, who tempts the virtuous Joseph (Genesis 39.7, (11) (12) , is interpreted in the text of one Bible moralisee (ONB 2554, fol. 8v) as the snake who tempted Adam and who will tempt each good man in his turn, a snake is not the most salient tempter of the seated noble in the adjacent image (Fig. 13 ). In the fore- wealth (including a fish) with one who distributes it is a relatively popular device in the Bibles, appearing as well in Toledo 3, fol. 146r, and Harley 1527, fol. 46r . In the former instance, the scene elucidates the biblical identification of money as the root of all evil (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) and in the latter the parable of the wise and foolish virgins .
45The following is a list of the fifteen instances in which the presentation of a fish appears as a moralizing image in extant Bibles moralisees : ONB 1179, fol. 215r; ONB 2554, fol. 8v; ONB 2554, fol. 19v; Toledo 1, fol. 2r, and Bodl. 270b, fol. 2r; Toledo 1, fol. 74r, and Bodl. 270b, fol. 82r; Toledo 1, fol. 128r, and Bodl. 270b, fol. 160r; Toledo 1, fol. 158r; and Bodl. 270b, fol. 190r; Toledo 3, fol. 55r; Toledo 3, fol. 86r; Toledo 3, fol. 94r; Toledo 3, fol. 146r; Toledo 3, fol. 189r, and Harley 1527, fol. 144v; Bodl. 270b, fol. 21v; Lat. 11560, fol. 176r; Harley 1527, fol. 46r. This content downloaded from 130.58.65.13 on Wed, 27 Sep 2017 19:09:08 UTC All use subject to http://about.jstor.org/terms attendant riches will be subjected by God to eternal punishment because they did not repent. It is interesting that the artist bypassed the opportunity to depict the justly deserved torment of the sinners -always a favorite subject of medieval artists -and chose instead to show figures who like Theophilus appear to be virtuous by the nature of their temporal status, but are actually hypocrites. By doing so he represents the same dichotomy between internal motivation and external appearance (cf. Fig. 1 ) which characterizes the didactic interludes in the window cycles between Theophilus's reinstatement and his repentance. Again, like the glass painter, by staging the moral as a scene drawn from contemporary social custom, he has increased its ability to teach its lesson to a contemporary audience.
In the early thirteenth century the increasing popularity of the legend of Mans (see Appendix A, nos. 7 and 8), but the didactic compositions that characterize earlier windows and which were the subject of this study do not appear in these admittedly abbreviated cycles. Furthermore, in both cases the Theophilus legend is not highlighted as an independent subject, but is instead part of a larger iconographic whole devoted to the glorification of the Virgin rather than the teaching of a moral lesson. A second observation about these parallel and contemporary developments concerns their relative rarity. Didactic structure does not seem to have been as common an iconographic strategy in High Gothic visual narrative as might at first be imagined. The subject matter of architectural decoration in this period tended to be organized historically or conceptually more than didactically, so as to express abstract doctrine rather than straightforward moral messages. Further studies of other window narratives might reveal parallel instances of didactic structure, but I believe it is unlikely that straightforward moralizing will emerge as a common narrative mode in thirteenth-century monumental art.
Some churchmen, however, were clearly concerned with the dichotomy between appearance and reality in the lives of high officials. Perhaps they were using Theophilus windows as visual sermons not only to warn men in authority of the consequences of hypocrisy but also to show them its remedy.49 Because the artists commanded a pictorial language that allowed 47 The evidence of comparative material confirms this interpretation. Meyer Schapiro proposed that the Theophilus relief of Souillac was carved for a comparable audience ("Sculptures of Souillac," pp. 383-87). Le Goff argues that the actual "rituel symbolique de la vassalite" which is the source for a scene shared by Souillac (Fig. 6 ) and the windows (Fig. 4b ) was equally as dependent on recognition by a select audience ("Les gestes symboliques," pp. 746-47). What is more, Koenig suggests that Gautier de Coincy's poem on the same subject was prepared during the first quarter of the thirteenth century for a readership of similar aristocratic complexion (Les Miracles de Nostre Dame, pp. xxvi-xxvii).
48 See Branner, "Saint Louis et l'enluminure," p. 78; and Haussherr, "Sensus literalis," pp. 364-65. 49A comparison between Theophilus windows -their narrative structure and their characteristic compositions -and the structure and imagery of contemporary sermons would be a productive area for future research. My cursory examination of the sermon literature revealed no exact parallels with the interpolated scenes of the window cycles, but it would not be surprising to find them. By the middle of the thirteenth century, preachers could have been familiar with the Theophilus windows, which were presumably common in the Virgin Chapels of large churches. For the use of the legend in early sermons see n. 6 above. See as well Brian S.
Lee, "'This is no fable': Historical Residues in Two Medieval Exempla," Speculum 56 (1981) 728-60 (Theophilus sermons are cited on p. 728 and n. 1), where the study of the mixture of history and legend in medieval sermons might be compared to the mixture of legend and contemporary social ritual in Theophilus windows. Both seem to be attempts to make moral messages more believable and persuasive. I am grateful to Kathleen Greenfield for discussing medieval sermons with me and for providing valuable bibliographic information about their study. The pact is offered to the Bishop 11
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